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AIR WAR COLLEGE RESEARCH FEWPO.T ADSTRACT

TITLE: The Amalgamation Controversy, 1917-1918: America's:
Fight for Independence

AUTHOR: Maxwell C. Bailey, Lieutenant.Colcnel, USAF

>-The paper is a historical case study of a significait

issue in America's coalition warfare exoerience. From

America's declaration of war in April 1917 until just prior

to its first offensive as an independent army at St. Mihiel

in September 1918, the French and British pressed for

American manpower to be amalgamated by small groups--

individuals, companies, battalions--into existing Frenc' and

British formations. General John J. Pershing bore the

responsibility for America's fight for independence.' His

reasons range from protecting American national interests to

distinct strategy and tactics. The French and British case

was based on security assistance, including sTiipfinq, war

materiel, and training programs. The acrimony of the

debate, the extreme divergence of views, and the seriousness

of the threat--a series of German offensives--iluistrate the

strains a coalition must weather to succeed on thi

battlefield. The conclusion offers insights, drawn from the

controversy, to today's coalition warrior.
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(HIAPTER I

I NTRODUCT ION

Alliances

Strong alliance relationships form the cornerstone of

US national security policy. "Our defense policy is based

on the fundamental premise that we will not seek to offset

Soviet power alone, but in conjunction with our allies

throughout the globe." I With an alliance system

integrating the US through bilateral or multilateral

security commitments with 43 other nations, it is difficult

to conceive of a future conflict which would not be kn some

sense a coalition effort. There are obvious benefits to a

coalition strategy. "Our alliance strateqv enables us to

husband our limited resources, meld them with those of our

allies, and employ them effectively to detrer aggression or,

should deterrence fail, defend our interests and restore

peace on terms acceptable to us and our allies. " 2 But

such a strategy must recocnize important limitations and

"the predicable difficulties that arise from time to time in

an alliance relationship must be measured against the

enormous value that these ties brine us ir,! our

friends." 3

The "predictable difficulties" are the loqical

outgrowth of perhaps the only fundamental truth that can he

agreed upon about the nature of coalitions. What can safely
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be said is that coalitions are entered into for reasons of

national self interest. It is only when the self interasts;

of the individual nations ciincide that co;.litions can be

formed and be successful. Yet even within successful

coalitions there are predicable difference!; in national

interests which must be recognized and reccnciled, or at

least understood. One need only to lock at today's North

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) alliance to illustrate

the potential for conflict among alliance r.artners.

As one strateqist notes, "For more than 30 years

predicting the imminent demise of NATO has been a growth

industry."4 The nations of the alliance a(;ree on thd

defense of NATO territory through deterrence but on almost

nothing else. And, the areas of disagreem-nt are across the

spectrum of national interests. They include out-of-Europe

regional security interests; economic conf!icts over trade

and defensp spending; technology transfer to the ,,iets;

and, the response to terrorism. Evn wit.h basic qreenent

on defense policy there is significant disagreement amonq

the nations on military strategy and doctrine.. Contentiours

issues in the military sphere include first use of nuclear

weapons or even the viabilitv of the nuclear deter-

rent.5  In the conventional arena, the nations have

profound differences with t'.e official NATO doctrine of

Follow-On-Forces-Attack (FOFA). On- challt nge is that thp

doctrine conflicts with US AirLand T3attle coctrine in tiat
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it does not plan for integrated use of conventional,

nuclear, and chemical weapons and does not subscribe to

cross border attack by ground forces. .AirLand Battle is

viewed at an offensive doctrine and thus contrary to th"

defensive nature of the alliance.7 There is also

disagreement about how far forward defense is viable.

Germany, logically, takes the most extreme view that no lons

of territory even for a maneuver advantaqe is

acceptable.8 Can a coalition be effective with such

seeminqly fundamental differences in national interests anI

even military strategy and doctrine?

Security Assistance

One important aspect of US alliance strategy is

security assistance. Security assistance consists nf sales

and grants of military equipment as well as trainina and

education programs. "Security assistance iroqrams enhance

our strategy by developing strong, self su:ficient, anJI

reliable allies. Security assistance directly sup2ortF. our

national defense goals by helping us retain access to

foreign bases and training areas for our forward-deployed

forces, gain critical overflight privileges, and promote

equipment standardization and interoperability." 9 Note

that this description of objectives stress"s the self

sufficiency of allies. For while war materiel Pnd trainxn,,

enhances the military capability of coaliton, it dots nct
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change the fundamental national self interest nature of

alliances. As Congressman Les Aspin noted, other countrie:;

S. .•have to look to their own national security
interests . . .Because we have limited leverage, even If
we provide them the arins, we had better make pretty sure
that their national security interests at least in ruhe
use of that weapon, are consistent with ours. We cannot
use arms sales as leverage with other countries . . .e

must, however, be sure that if we give arms to other
countries, they will use them in ways that further Dur
national security interests.

1 0

This limited ability to influence a coalition partn,.-r

through arms while understood is often frustrating. The US

has had limited ability to control Israel, a rmlajor

beneficiary of US security assistance, as it oursues Israeli

national interests. And, two important allies on thO NATO

Southern Flank, Greece and Turkey, olace s-vere limitations

on US freedom of movement in the Mediterranean despite nug,

US security assistance proorams.

With the above as background it seemis that coalitions

have almost insurmountable odds against thcm. Yet the

United States has fought two successful coalition wars in

this century and the NATO alliance has contributed to

maintaining over 40 years cf peace. The existence of

predictable stresses and strains on alliance relationshiros

is not synonomous with failure of the alliince.

The Amalqa iation Controver:v

To illustrate how coalitions function despite often

fundamental difference!, tnis study examin, s a controversy

between the US and Britain and France surrounding America's
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involvement in World War I, its first venture from an

isolationist posture into the complex arena of international

power politics. The controversy was over Lkow American

manpower, desperately needed by war weary allies after thr ..

years of fighting, could be best, and most quickly, employed

against Germany. The two possibilities were either as in

independent army or amalgamnated as small crouns--

individuals, companies, battalions--into e:istinq Briti-)h

and French formations.

General John J. Peri-;hinq bore the r°s-ponsibility for

America's fight for independence. But, his resistance was

motivated by reasons other than securing his personal

command. His reasons run the gamet from national sentim-nt

to military strategy and tactics. Similarly, the French anl

British case was built on other than a condescending view of

America's military capability. Their case was founded on

security assistance including shipping, war materiel, and

training programs. These were provided to try to get

American soldiers to the front. Yet this g3enerous

assistance was not able to pry America from its employment

concept. The amalgamation controversy raged against the

backdrop of the German offensives of March-July 1918 which

threatened to win the war. The acrimony of the debate, the

extreme divergence of views, and the seriou.sness of the

threat make some of today's crises seem ta!e compared t) th.,

amalagamation controversy. It is, therefore, an excellent
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case study in the strains an alliance can ,,nd must weather

if it is to succeed on the battlefield.
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CHAPTER II

PERSHING'S TASKRN ....

The amalgamation controversy was th(. product of a

degree of American military unpreparedness which seems

incredible viewed backward from seventy years. The fact

that the American army was small and scattered is

understandable. But, the almost total lack of mobilization,

and war planning, and initial preparation zictions, that

would seem prudent with Europe at war for nearly three ycari

is hard to comprehend.

Upon America's declaration of war on 6 April 1,917 ti:r

United States Regilar Army totaled only 133,111 officer5 anl

men stationed throughout sLx military departments. Only in

Major General John J. Pershing's Southern Department were

there enough troops to form a tactircal unit as lar.ie as a

division. The officer strength of the army was actuall,' l '

below its authorization. An additional 80,446 National

Guard troops were in Federal service and irurediatelv

available.1 On paper, an additional 122,000 men in

various reserve categories were potentiall- available.2

But how were these reserves and any additicnal men to he

raised, equipped, trained, and employed against Germany in

the now declared war?

The war planning that had been done was totally

inapplicable to the strate7ic situation in 1917. A
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conceptual plan did exist, but it envisione:d a call-up of

1,000,000 volunteers to fignt a defensive %.ar against

Germany on our Atlantic co0st. 3 Only_ on severance of ..

diplomatic relations on 3 February 1917 haa a short War

College Division of the War Department memorandum been

drafted sketching some ten'ative, and very general, initial

preparations.
4

Mobilization planninq was only slighltly more

advanced. The War College Division had proposed a National

Army Plan to the Chief of Staff, and on to the Congress, in

February 1917. This proposal, based on universal military

service, allowed for an army totaling over 3,000,000.men.

The plan, however, was conceptual in natur with no

proposals as to how this program would be brought into

being.

There w're several reasons for this lack of

pre-planning. One reason was the small size of the General

Staff which was restricted by law to only 41 officers, only

19 of whom could be stationed in Washington.5 The

routine administrative business of the Army precluded much

strategic planning by such a small staff. But the most

important cause was President Woodrow Wilson's very strong

anti-war sentiment, a reflection of traditional American

isolationism from European affairs. The President was so

opposed to war, and especially this one, t'iat he was

8



actually philosophically opposed to war planning as making

it more likely.
6

With such a small army and no real plan the initial

American assumption was that its contribution would be

primarily economic--money and war materiel. 7 It was,

therefore, a surprise that what the French and British

wanted and needed most was what we were least prepared to

supply--manpower.

The Balfour and Viviani Mission3

Within three weeks after America's declaration of

war, the British and French sent formal missions to the

United States to coordinate American participation. While

economic assistance was discussed includinur cancellinq

existing and future war debts,8 both governments

concentrated on the need for American iranpower.

The British mission was headed by Arthur J. Balfour,

former Prime Minister and current Foreign ;ecretary. But,

it was Major General Tom M. Bridges, a division commander

literally just out of the field on the Somre, who would

first propose amalgamation. Bridges believed .that the best

way to make American presence felt was to immediately field

a division in France and send all available naval forces in

the North Atlantic. Additional manpower should be raised

and sent "half-trained" to "complete their training in

England and France and to be brigaded as bhtttalions with th-

allied troops." 9 This would allow all avalable

9



training and scarce shipping to be concentrated on raw

combat power without the services of supply troops

associated with larqer military organizatiuns. Nor wouLd

these services be needed since the British and French had

extensive support systems and war materiel industries

smoothly functioning after three years of war. Equally

important, the British and French had existing command

structures, staffs, and plenty of officers down to at laast

brigade level. 1 0 The problem was tI-e war !-ad used up)

all the fightinq men! This was the crux of the amalgamtin;,.

proposal which would change little until the final

resolution of the issue.

The French mission was headed by former Premier Renu

Viviani. Marshal Joseph Joffre, the former

Commander-in-Chief, would speak for France's military

needs. Like the British, Joffre favored immediate disDatch

of at least a division to show American coi mitment. He also

favored half-trained men who would finish training under

British and French officers in France. Ho-.ever, he favored

the formation of an independent American army.. The French

had come to America with a proposal similar to Bridges'

amalgamation concept.1 1  Joffre reversed this because he

believed American participation would be qreater if ficiitinl

on its own. He also believed that tactically "it w-.s hal to

divide an army." 1 2 Finally, his re-ort on the mission

notes the importance of "gratifyinq and safeguarding

10



American self-respect" and that an indepenu.ent army was th?-

only solution acceptable to the American General

Staff.13

The issue was now defined with twb opposing

proposals: amalgamation or independence, how would America

fight?

Issues Debated

Some Americans still believed that z.ctual fiohtin(r

would not be necessary. The mere fact that: America was

raising a large army which could potentially be decisive on

the Western Front would surely be enouch to make Germany

surrender. 1 4 Less naive people began seriously

considering the amalgamation issue.

Herbert Hoover, the administration's Food

Administrator, was among those who favored amalgamation.

Hoover believed that American manpower could be recruited

with the promise of pensions and best Lsed after a short

training period in the war-experienced French army. These

men could then serve as a cadre for American army expansion

"if we decided to go further into this matter."
15

Tasker H. Bliss, Deputy Chief of Staff, in a memno on

the subject to Chief of Staff Scott on 4 May 1917 also saw

merit in the amalgamation proposal. Bliss was most

concerned with the shortage of American shipping and saw the

proposal as perhaps the only way to transport the riTht

kinds of troops and get them quickly into the fight. 1 6

11
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But the prevailing American opin.ton favored an

independent American army as reflected in tie thoughts of

Secretary of War Newton Baker, Bliss, and esnecially

President Wilson. Baker had practical concerns noting

American habits, food, and temperament were different than

the British and French. He was even concerned that "the

French view of the sex privilege of soldiers, in sharp

contrast to our own attitude on the sex question would

prevail, to the horror of our peoole." 17 of course he

had deeper concerns that casualties "under alien command"

would be resented at home, and finally, that Americans would

end up fighting for other countries' national interests

which would be different than our own. 1 8

After nearly a month of further staffirng, Bliss (now

acting Chief of Staff with Scott on a mission to Russia with

Elihu Root) wrote to Baker with the Army's view. Bliss had

decided that piecemeal application of A.nerican manpower

under amalgamation would not produce a decisive result.

Instead the French and British must hold on and wait until

American strength could be built for "the final, shatterin-,

blow." 19 His letter also reflected a mistrust of what

the French and British wanted our help for:

When the war is over it may be a literal fact that the
American flag may not have appeared anywhere on the line
because our organizations will simply be parts of
battalions and regiments of the Entente Allies. We
might have a million men there and yet no American irmv
and no American commandter. Speaking frankly, I hav

12



received the impression from English and French off cert;

that such is their deliberate desire.20

President Wilson was equally mistrustful of the

Entente powers. While it would be some tire before he

clearly defined America's war aims in his Fourteen Points,

it was clear at a very early stage that his war aims were

different than the other countries fighting Germany and the

other Central Powers. The European countries were naturallv

focusing on basic issues such as territorial adjustment:: anl

war reparations. In fact by the spring of 1917 there wis a

rather intricate series of secret treaties that carved 12r

the post-war world and of which Wilson was aware. 2 1

Wilson wanted something more. As early as December 191r in

response to a German peace: nlan, Wilson was alreadv tal<in-

of a permanent peace assured through "tne establishment of

new international order in which all nations would take

part.u21 In other words, fight not for the establih-

ment of borders but to end all wars.

His guidance was thus to "re:; ain aloof" 2 3 from

the French and British. In fact we would fight not as

"allies" but as "associates." 2 4

So, having considered everything from "a new

international order" to maintaining America's sexual

standards, Secretary Baker tasked General Pershing on 26 May

1917 to command t'.e American Expeditionary Force (AEF) Ln

France initially consistinq of five reqimerts totaling

13



12,000 men, an unspecified number of others to follow. Thi,

guidance on independence was clear.

In ilitary operations against the Emperial German
Government you are directed to coo6erate with the force.,
of the other countries employed against the enemy; but
in so doing the underlying idea must be kept in viewq
that the forces of the United States are a seuarate and
distinct component of the combined forces, the identity
of which must be preserved.

2 5
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CHAPTER III

THE STRATEGIC SITUATION, DECEMBF. 1917

The French and British initially accepted the

American position on independence. Pershirq's on- divi:ioI

American Expeditionary Force (A.E.F.) marcLed through Paris

on the 4th of July, 1917 and on to further training for

Western Front combat behind the French lints. In the Unit-ri

States, the War Department wrestled with dxaftinq, trainini,

equipping, and transporting at least 1,000,00 men to Franc-_

by May 1918.1 Through the summer and fall of 1917

Pershing, in conjunction with the War Department, rised

this requirement to a minimum of four army corps of

twenty-four fighting divisions with six adcitional

replacement divisions totaling approximately 1,500,000 ren

by the end of June 1918. This 30 Division Plan formed the

basis for early inobilization efforts and was ultimately

realized on the way to the final American mobilization. 2

By the end of Novembe r 1917 the strategic situation

facing the opponents of the Central Powers had dramatically

changed. In desperation the French and British began to

look again for American manpower. The pleas, threats, and

demands for amalgamation began in earnest ;tnd would continw.:

almost until the end of the war. Four asp, cts of the chanio

in the situation in late 117 must he xan:ned: the

collapse of the Russian army, a near total GErman-Austrian

15



victory on the Italian front, the slow buildup of the

A.E.F., and the manpower situation of France and Britain.

The Russian Collapse

The loss of Russia from the war did not happen

suddenly. A March 1917 workers revolt res..lIted in the

abdication of Emperor Nicholas and the establishment of a

provisional government. Fortunately for France and Britain

the new government was anti-German and the Russian army,

though shaky in its support for the new go%:'rnment and .earj

after two and a half years of war, was capable of a fin-i

offensive-against the Central Powers. The Russians attack(i

on 1 July 1917 and the larqe force was initially succes3ful

advancing up to 30 miles in some spots. However, when the

Germans and Austrians regrouped and began to counterattack

about 19 July, the Russians had no reserve5:, physically or

morally, to fight further. Only the resistance of the

Rumanian army against the Austrians in thp Carpathians

prolonged the fighting as the Russiacns half-heart- dly

resisted a steady advance until the "battl," of Riqa on 1

September effectively ended the fighting.'

By 10 September it was apparent even to7 the

still-organizing Americans that "the enemy's advances

(were) due to the disintegration of the Russian troops

opposed to them rather than to any well-or(eanized German

offensive."4 flow much lon,,er could Russia be counted on

to tie down Germans in the East?

16



Since yet another government ultimately came to jow;-r

as a result of the collapse of the Russian army and

additional workers revolts, Cormany coulc: not imnediatel',

transfer its entire strength to the Westerr Front. ,hi1 ,

Lenin was clearly in control of the governrent by 7 Novemb,-r

it was not until 16 December that an armistice was agre,d to

at Brest-Litovsk "as a preparation for negotiations."
5

Without a final settlement German military presence had to

be maintained against the still potent Russ:ian potential.

And fighting continued well into the sprine" of 1918. One

interesting Russian move was an attempt to simply declare

the war over without settlement. When Germ, any occupied the

Ukraine in response, Russia came back to the barqaining

table and finally ratified the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk on 2')

March 1918.6

The collapse of Russia posed potentially disastrous

consequences for the Western Front. Germany's fear of the

two-tront war which had driven its initial war strategy had

proven justified since its forces were almost eveni,, diviued

in mid-1917: 141 German divisions on the '.estern Front, 141

divisions (99 German, 40 Austrian, 2 Turkish) on the Eastern

Front.7 Given the uncertainty of the political

situation, it is more significant what the Allies believerd

the reinforcement potential to be. On 25 ovember Petaln,

the French Commander, believed that 40 divisions could :)e

transferred from Russia to the Weste:rn Froi.t brinnina tnc

17



German strength to about 200.8 Pershino believed that

it was possible for the Central Powers to r:ass 250 to 260

divisions on the Western Front against 169 Allied divisions

and still have some left for the Eastern Front and Italy.

"This relative strength would give the Central Powers a:oout

60% advantage and make it difficult to hold them (since) the

allies have had about 30% advantage all suzrner." 9

Events in Italy would make this bad situation even worse.

Italian Disaster at Canorrto

In Italy on 25 October 1917, a combinedi German and

Austrian force using a mixture of conventional artillery and

gas and spearheaded by a well-led corps of three Austrian

divisions and one German Jaeger division under Alfred Krauss

on the mountainous right wing achieved a major

breakthrough. The Italian Second Army on the northern flan<

alone lost over 30,000 prisoners and fell hack forcing the

entire front to collapse just to keep contact. By

mid-November the Italians had retreated almost 70 miles.

Fortunately the French and the British had pa.tially

prepared for such an emergency and by 10 November Frenclh

forces were in position behind the front to check a further

breakthrough. By 12 December six French and five British

divisions with supporting troops were in Italy, and the

situation partially stabilized, but with a further loss of

Allied confidence.1 0
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One important outcome of the Italiai crisi, wias -:ie

establishment of the Supreme War Council ccnsistinci of the

prime ministers of the Allied Powers with the too militar'y

officers as representatives. Its purpose was to provide a

forum "for better coordination of military action" and to

oversee "the general cunduct of the war.."I]

Interestingly, the United States was not ir.cl: ided in the .

first charter with lanquage deliberately limitinc :rembershi-

to those powers "whose armes are fightinr; on (the ,estern)

front.,,12

In a 6 November 1917 memorandum Colonel Fox Conner,

AEF G-3, discussed the American situation relative to thie

Italian crisis. Conner noted that the majority of the

forces operating against the Allies in Italy were Austrian.

Direct participation by the AEF in Italy t~erefore wasn't

possible because the United States was not at war with

Austria!
1 3

Colonel Conner's memorandum had another important

assessment: "No units of the A.E.F. are in proper conditicni

to be employed in the line for other than training

purposes." 1 4 Unless France, England, and Italy were

actually in a state of collapse, thf, A.E.F. could not be

used for active operations until the comi.ni sprinq. 1 5

Slow American Builtun

Since the US declaration of war it ,ias generally

understood that buildinq an army almost from the :tart -woull

19



take time. The House of Representatives si onfor cf tlie

Selective Service Act, believed that "it would be folly to

think of sending our boys to the front .until they have iiad a

year of training."'16 The General Staff recorunended two

full years of preparation in America before even leavini for

France in large numbers.17 However, shippinq

availability, to be discussed below, drove the decision to

send partially trained soldiers to complett: their trainLnq

in France.

By December of 1917, there were four A.E.F. divisions

in France. However, in analyzing the amalgamation issue one

must remember that even though many of the individuals in

these first divisions were trained regular army or National

Guard soldiers, their organization was brand new. There

were also few soldiers with combat experieice--chasing

Pancho Villa on the Mexican Border was harcily the Western

Front. Much training would be required betore tne P.mericars

could be pitted against the experienced German army.

The slow American buildup was fru3t;ating to the

Allies. In mid-December, seven months after America's

declaration of war, not a single American unit was ready f(,r

combat. In fact, the 1st Division did not take over a

sector of the front for active operations L:ntil 5 Februmiv

1918.18 General Robertson, the British Chif of the

Imperial Staff perhaps best expressed the ;llies'
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frustration in a memorandum to the 1 ar Cabinct, 12 Janutry

1918.

The raising of new armies is a trern.nd,:- task for :iny
country, and although one might exriect that Nmerica,
with her two previous experiences, and her supposed
great business and hustling qualities, ,ould do )etter
than other countries, the fact is she is dAoinq very
badly . . .The Americans are proceedina as if they Lad
years in which to prepare. They have laid out
containment areas for 10 divisions and are building the
most luxurious huts to supplement billets; each man ha.
a bed and 3 blankets; there are no fewer than 300
officers and 750 typists at their G.H... . .M1y/ uen(eriI
impression is that America's power to helo us win the
war--that is, to help us defeat the Germans in battle 1:;
a very weak reed to lean upon at present, and will
continue to be so for a very long time to come unlesrn
she follows up her words with actions ; ich mere
practical and energetic than she has yet taken.19

The Allies' Need for Manpower

The degree of frustration with the slow American

buildup was the result of the greatest nroblem facing the

French and British--lack of manpower to meet the imminent

German offensive. This lack of manpower was itself the

result of casualties suffered, so..e would say men thrown

away, in the three years of fighting which characterize,:

World War I.

The legacy of World War I military leaders as

unimaginative, callous, and inept is justified. They

entered the war with an offensive doctrine which emnhasize!

infantry charges to breach the frontlines for hor ;- cavir:

exploitation. Yet an impressive body of historic evidence

had been building since at least the American Civil war thit

the increasing lethality of rifles, machint guns, and l)ni
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range, large caliber, accurate artillery ".cull ao:ninate th,

battlefield.

The initial encounter battles of 1914 de-dlocked tn,

Western Front into near permanent field fortification

trenches with incredible nu:nbers of casualties. Roth side.;

then settled into a pattern of set piece battles einnhasLin.-

infantry assault. Artillery on an increasing scale was us-i

as preparation for such attacks. The massive firepower

believed necessary to prepare for the Infar~try bre(.ci ,ft(e

required months to concentrate and build u, ' inition.

Not content to conserve forces during the buildup

period, the French saw day to day duty in the trenches as

"neither a relaxation nor quard duty; it is a phase of the

battle. It is necessary that the adversary feel in froat of

him a vigilant hatred and know that we wish no rest befere

his defeat. It is necessary that each hostile company 4o

back from the trenches with a loss of at 1,:ast twenty

men."2 0 Trench warfare thus included constant snijpint,

patrolling, and siiall scale raids sipplemer~t-d by near

constant artillery anJ smaller caliber mortar and grenaie

exchanges. The French referred to this pressure and

exposure as "maintaining moral ascendercy." The practice

cost them 1500 casualties a day not counting the large scal -

offensives. 21 The British Commander-in-Ch.ef Douglas

Haig indelicately referred to sv h losses j.:; "normal
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wastaqe" which cost the British as much as 7000 casualties

weekly.
2 2

But as unnecessary as such losses were, it was t:,i

familiar set piece offenses which threatened to bankrupt the

Allied manpower. Two such offensives in 1917 were the final

straws for each army. In April, Robert Nivelle launched an

offensive against the Chemin des Dames. Pre-strike security

was terrible and the Germans had the entir plan. In

addition, they had recently withdrawn from the original ar a

destined for the offensive to a much stroncer position

"scorching the earth" as they went. Nivelle had given

French political leaders and his army assurances of success,

but promised to immediately call off the attack if checked.

But after virtually no advance on the first day the att~ick.

were continued for the next several weeks. Tne French arm.y

mutinied.

Petain replaced Nivelle and restorec a kind of order

through personal visits to virtually every French divisicn,

improved behind the lines living ccnditions, and revised

leave policy.2 3 However, it was a simple promise that

rallied the mutinous army. Attacks in the future would be

only for limited objective3 and "be conducted economaically

as far as infantry is conc,-rned and with the maximum of

artillery."2 4 Having suffered "2,600,000 nr., killed,

died of wounds, permanentl/. incapacitated, and
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prisners25
prisoners 5 by the end of November 1917 French policy

was necessarily simple: wait for the PAericans.26

Similarly, the British tried yet another futile

offensive in Flanders. After assurances to his army and

political leadership of immediate success or termination,

Haig launched two armies against the Germans. The artillery

preparation was unprecedented with 4 million shells brought

to the front in 320 train-loads fired by cuns placed every

six yards along the front. 2 7 The massive irtillerv

barrage only served to chew up the mud and limit British

mobility. The British attacked over and over from August to

Novembei with the only result another "370,000 British dead

and wounded and sick and frozen to death."2 8 The

British had reached the same position as the French. As

their official historian James Edmonds exnressed their

policy by January 1918, "It was put clearly, before the War

Cabinet, both by the C.I.G.S. (Chief of the Imperial General

Staff) and the Commander-in-Chief, that ai. depended on

holding out until the U.S. Army became effective."2
9

The Allied manpower situation, largely due to the failure of

the leadership to adapt to the realities of modern war, had

reached the point where British and French "having exhausted

their own armies stood ready to fight to t'ie last

American.-30

In summary, the Russian collapse, tie thr=at to the

Italian front, and the French and British :ianpower sito:atien
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because of a doctrine which viewed manpower as expendable,

had reduced the Allies to a policy of hold and wait for the

Americans. And the Americans were not yet there.
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CHAPTER IV

TRUCE: THE SIX-DIVISION'PROGRAM

Amalgamation Resurfaces

The desperate situation the French znd British now

found themselves in with an imminent attack by numerically

superior German forces forced the analgamation issue to the

forefront of Allied affairs. And the French and British

used every available political and militar" avenue to try to

get American soldiers in their front lines. Pershing's

Chief of Staff, James G. Harbord, writes of the amalgamation

controversy in his war memoirs:

If given in terms of the demands it made on the time of
General Pershing and the number of various and devious
angles from which approach was made, a reader fifty
years hence might well conclude that this struggle
between Allies was more important than much of the
fightig that went on in quiet sectors on the Western
Front.

In initial discussions with his fel'!ow commander3

Pershing was able to hold his ground notingr the lack ot

readiness of his troops for Western Front combat. He

described his men as "groups of civilians whom it is

necessary to militarize."'2 In a aeeting with Petain and

Haig on 23 December 1917 both Allied commanders voiced what

would become a familiar refrain about the advantages and

n.cessity of amalgamation. With the German attack imminent,

even partially trained Americans would fiqit well if side by

side with experienced soldiers. In addition, the training
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the Americans would get in such fighting would pay off for

later independent American action.3 Pershing's-refusal,

given the preparedness of his troops, was predictable.

Also, it is logical that his peer status could be expected

to have a significant influence with his fellow conmanders.

So the Allies tried political pressure.

Visits by the French andBritish ambassadors, and

others, to the President and Secretary of Var, resulted in a

reaffirmation of the American position on independence and

placed the ultimate responsibility on the 7.E.P. commander.

Secretary of War Baker telegraphed Pershinu on 25 December

1917,

Both English and French are pressing upon the President
their desire to have your forces anmalca4mated with theirs
by regiments and companies, and both express belief in
impending heavy drive by Germans somewhere along the
lines of the Western Front. We do not desire loss of
identity of our forces but regard that as secondary to
the meeting of any critical situation by the most
helpful use possible of the troops at -'our command
The President, however, desires you to have full
authority to use the forces at your conunand as you deem
wise in consultation with the French and British
Co:nmanders-in-Chief. . . The President's sole purpose
being to acquaint you with the representations made here
and to authorize you to act with entire freedom to
accomplish the main purposes in mind.4

It is interesting to note that the decision which had

significant political implications was left solely to the

military commander. This was typical of the authority

Wilson and Baker granted to Pershing throuqhout the war.

Both Allies were aware of the text Of Baker's

message, but all parties read into it what they wanted.
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Pershing saw only the desire not to lose national identity.

The British and French read that indeppndeuce was secondary

to the needs of the situation. The French interpretation

was typical: "President Wilson agrees to itmerican troops

being employed as isolated units with French units if

necessary."5 Pershing was quick to clarify "what the

Secretary really meant . ." in a meeting with the

commanders-in-chief on 24 January 1918 when he curtly

"declared that he is opposed to amalgamation cf American

troops with Allied troops, except for training . . .Amal-

gamation of American and Allied troops for battle could not

take place except in case of absolute necessity."6

temporary truce was reached as a result of a British

proposal to accelerate American fighting men to the frcnt in

exchange for British shipping.

The Six-Division Prourain

The four fightin,3 divisions and a depot (replacement,

division, in France by the end of Deceu.ber 1917, had been

shipped primarily by American shipping at an increasing rate

which would peak at approximately 48,000 men per

month.7 There simply were no more ships available. The

British proposed to provide shipping, but only to transport

150,000 infantrymen (150 battalions) which would be trained

by the British and could be fed into British formations in

an emergency. Pershing was auick to recognize amalgamation

in yet another guise and pointed out that the proposal would
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ultimately delay the formation of an American army.

Besides, if shipping could be found for battalions, then it

could be found for divisions. Here the British correctly

pointed out that their shipping was totall,, committed to the

war effort; there would have to be tradeoffs. They were

willing to accept shortages in war materiel and even food

for 150 infantry battalions which would be available within

three to four months, but not for three di'uisions which

would take six months or more to be ready to fight.
8

As negotiations shifted to e:nphasiz-e that these

forces were subject to American recall at any time, the

Americans expressed suspicion. Colonel Paul Malone,,Chief

of Training within G-3, flatly counseled a,;ainst it, "It is

recommended that no scheme of instruction or distribution of

troops be accepted which destroys the independence of

function of American units. "9

The issue was debated throughout the month of January

and was finally resolved in a conference a'aong Pershinz3,

Bliss (who had come to France as permanent representative to

the Supreme War Council), Haig, and British Prime Minister

David Lloyd George. Lloyd George provides an excellent

summary of the negotiations from the Britiih standpoint in

his Memoirs.

If it became a life and death issue, where extra
American troops thrown in would turn the scale between
victory and defeat we came to the concLusion that it
would be worth while to take the risk of even letting
our own and Allied stocks of food and raw matcrialL run
down while we diverted tonnage to bring those extr&
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troops to France . . .if it was merely going to carry
across numbers of divisional H.Q. details and
non-combatant personnel and equipment in order to
minister to the pride and enhance the consequence of a
sinfie General, we could find a far more urgent use forit.

But, the issue at this point boiled down to one of

personality. Pershing had been granted the authority by his

government to decide--and he had decided! Except in the

case of a war losing emergency he was not Toing to concede

independence. The British reluctantly aqreed to provide

shipping for six complete divisions by Jun( 1918 which they

would also train.1 1  Two additional divisions per month

would continue by American shipping as before.1 2 One

can almost hear the resignation in Lloyd George's words.

We thus concluded the issue on which Pershing had taken
his stand, as to the maintenance of the American
divisional formations and the refusal to amalgamate for
fighting purposes the American infantry, except
temporarily, while training, with our forces. The
decision went some way toward improving matters. In the
event of a grave emergency it would ensure the presence
on French soil of a considerable number of American
troops who had received a certaq amount of trainino by
officers with a war experience.

The British had thus gotten manpower, althouqh with

considerable strings attached in exchange for their

shipping.

Shipping

Shipping capability was perhaps the greatest problem

the US had to overcome to fight a successfil European war.

Total shipping available to America in the war was just ov!r

9,000,000 dead weight tons, only 37% of British merchant
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capacity. As a comparison Britain had al!)st 7,500,000 tofrl5

sunk by German submarines. American efforts to increase

shipping in the war were remarkable. in adidition to

requisitioning American merchant ships (the! preferred

method) new ship construction, foreign purchase, neutral

country charter, and even seized German shios amounted to

over 50% of US capability by the end of the war.14

Still it was Allied shipping, orimarily providec by

Britain in hopes of getting American inanpower for its use,

that transpotted the A.E.F. to France. By the Armistice

just over 2,000,000 men of the A.E.F. were transported to

France, only 43.7% by US shipping includinj contract and

commandeered enemy ships mentioned above. British ships

alone had carried over 1,000,000 men, more than 50%, with

Italy and France providing the rest. 1 5

The Americans were extremely lucky in one respect.

German unrestricted submarine warfare <;as tne direct cause

of tmerica's declaration of war and posed a serious tht:at

to shipping as illustrated by British losse s. However,

although 200,000 tons of troop transports -were sank durinj

the lift, none were lost on the eastbound leg. 1 6

With the six-division program, the Americans and thc

British had reached an uneasy truce on the amalgamation

issue. Pershing's intransigence decided tie issue on the

American side. But his position stemminq from his orio2ina]

tasking in May and the reaffirmation in December was bzsed
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on other than personality. If: fact, tlhere were excnllr'it

pQlitical and military arcqunents against analgarnation.
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CHAPTER V

PERSHING'S SIX-POINT OBJECTION

In the critical discussions leading to the

Six-Division Program, Pershing presented a six point

objection to amalgamation which he elaborated before the

first American attended a meeting of the Supreme War Council

at Versailles, 30-31 January 1918. These objections

essentially summarize the iAmerican argument on the issue ane

by defining the points, expanding them wit' other private

and public comments made at various times during the war,

and evaluating them, this chapter provides a focus to assess

the amalgamation controversy.

National Sentiment

The most obvious and most often mentioned objection

to amalgamation was "the national sentiment in the United

States against service under a foreign flaJ."' There

were two aspects to the national sentiment argument. First,

it was a pure matter of naticnal pride, and definitely an

affront to the competence of America, if it couldn't field

an army led by its own officers. As Pershing writes, "There

was nothing vainglorious in our attitude but no people with

a grain of national pride would consent to furnish men to

build up the army of another nation." 2 A very powerful

argument along this line was that in proposinq amalqamation

Britain appeared to be singling out Aierici when "during the
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entire course of the war the British have never found it

advisable to incorporate in the same divisions Canadians,

Australians, New Zealanders, Indians, Portiguese or even

Scotch with English."
3

Second, as discussed in Chapter II ibove, Presi('ient

Wilson desired that American war aims be ke3pt separate from

those of the Entente Powers. America's stitus as an

Associate instead of an Ally was more than a technicality.

As late as the end of July 1917 in relatio to a conferenc-

between the other allies, Pershing was toll, "The President

decided that this Government at the present time prefers not

to take part in any War Conference at which the Allies are

represented."4 While this position was mo-lified durinc

the war, particularly after unification of Allied command

under Ferdinand Foch in response to the German 1918

offensive, possible resentment of service under a foreign

remained a valid argument throughout the war. Indeed, it

may be the starting pcint for questioning ihere amalgirati,n

of multi-national forces is a valid military organizational

concept today.

Dissipate Direction and Effort of American Army

Pershing believed that amalgamation would "dissipate

the direction and effort of the American army. "5 This

was an argument of strategy. The first consideration was

where to fight. The British distinction between

"Easterners" and "Westerners" is well chronicled elsewhere.
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The argument presented by Churchill and Lloyd Georcie amonq

others was, that since the Western Front had stalemated, thc

way to defeat the enemy, even with Russia out of the war,

was by an indirect approach as at Gallipoli, or in

Mesopotamia or Palestine.6 Pershing was clearly a

Westerner:

It was my belief that our task clearly lay on the
Western Front . . .The fact is that th,! tendency
persisted on the part of the Allied Government to send
expeditions here and there in pursuit of political
aims. They were prone to lose sight of the fundamental
fact that the real objective was the German army.

7

He was not going to allow American troops to be used to let

British and French units be deployed elsewhere, and

certainly wouldn't let American troops under foreign

commanders be sent "here and there."

If the Western Front was the where, the how was to

build up a powerful American army for a single knockout blow

of the main German army. 8 Colonel Fox Conner, A.E.F.

G-3, is most consistent and eloquent in presenting this

argument. In separate memos he argues that "all inlicatior!s

point to the probability that our troops must eventually be

used in powerful offensives if the war is to be decided to

our thorough satisfaction . . .All considerations are

against frittering our power away by incor:9orating smaller

units with other armies." 9 Further, with France and

Britain bled white by three years of heavy cas- altis "the

only hope of really winninq this war lies in an Americ-n

army."1 0  A similar thought perhaps reveals the
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seriousness and confidence of the American intent. Colonel

H.B. Fiske, the A.E.F. G-5, wrote on 4 Jul/ 1918, "Berlin

can not be taken by the French or the British Armies or by

both of them. It can only be taken by a tAoroughly trained,

entirely homogeneous American Army."11  Berlin? Some

knockout blow!

Additional Manpower by Other .Aeans

Closely tied to the argument just rresented was a

third objection. "Additional manpower on the western front

could be provided as quickly by some plan not involvinri

amalgamation."1 2 In early discussions with Chief of the

Imperial General Staff William Robertson, Pershing had a bit

sarcastically asked "if the British were so short of mewn,

why did they keep so many in Palestine.''1 3 Easterner

and Westerner arguments aside if the situation were really

so critical it was a good question.

After the Caporetto disaster, the 3citish arny, to

include Empire forces, was "dissipated" as follows: 62

divisions in France, 4 in Macedonia, 7 in Mesopotamia, 5 in

Italy, and 10 in Palestine. An additional nine divisions

were retained in Egypt and Britain for home defense. 1 4

Almost one-third of its potential strength was deployed

other than where Pershing believed the firiht was. rhere is

little wonder he was non-supportive! In fact, after the

German attack in March 1913, Britain did brina back "t-,o

complete divisions, twenty-four other battalions and five
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heavy batteries, and five home defense divisions were

disbanded to supply replacements."
1 5

The "manpower by other means" arqument also included

shipping considerations discussed in the previous chanter.

This was a question of tooth versus tail. The British

argued that battalions could be brought over at abhcut five

times the rate of divisions.1 6 Analysis of the Table of

Organization and Equipment, 8 August 1917, shows this to bt.

a bit pessimistic. Pure infantry strength of a standard

division was 12,228 men in 48 companies, 12 battalions, of a

total 27,123, or about 45% pure infantry "teeth."1 7 The

Americans could also point to the other combat arms--machine

gun battalions, artillery brigade--which would swell the

tooth value of the division.

Differences in National Character and 'ilitary Traininu

The next objection is seemingly two unrelated

thoughts but will be tied together during the analysis.

"Differences in national characteristics and military

training of troops and consequent failure of complete

cooperation would undoubtedly lead to friction and eventual

misunderstanding between the two countries."' 8

One important characteristic of the French and

British in early 1918 was a decided war weariness. The

Americans on the other hand were eager to fight. As a

German intelligence officer noted during an early Anerican

action, "The spirit of the troops is fresh and one of
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careless confidence." 1 9 Pershing did not want to see

this spirit dampened by Allied attitudes. He writes in his

memoirs,

Another serious objection to our men serving in the
Allied armies was the danger that the low morale and the
pessimism in the Allied ranks would react adversely on
our officers and men; in fact, this had already been the
case to some extent, especially among our m n with the
British, where the contacts had been close. 0

Another British characteristic was a lack of

sensitivity to the American desire for independence. Part

of this insensitivity was due to Britain's long experience

with amalgamation stretching at least back to the -Napoleonic

Wars with Wellington's polyglot army at Waterloo an obvious

example. Additionally, all through the colonial wars of the

1800s British officers had led amalrgamated forces with

native soldiers leavened with British regulars to great

success.2 1  Though they had not chosen to do the same

with the Commonwealth nations, it certainl! remained ar

option in British minds.

There was also a deqree of ccndescension in the

Allies view of their naive associate which was obviously

resented by the Americans. Fox Conner writes; "The British

and the French . . .are convinced that we are incapable of

handling large forces. If we are incapable, then the war is

lost, for neither our people nor our soldiirs will consent

to the indefinite virtual drafting of our ien unde- foreign

colors. -22
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A practical objection was accountability of troops

commanded by another nation's officers. marshal Joffre told

Pershing he believed amalqamated soldie!rs "would resent

orders received under such circumstances which they would

accept without question under an American commander."2 3

And, what would happen in the event such a force suf.fereu a

defeat? There would be recriminations both by an( -against

the leaders, and the led, which would result in "friction

and misunderstanding.
"124

The final point on this objection was one of the most

crucial of Pershing's entire argument. If America was goinj

to win the war then its soldiers had to train for eventual

"open warfare." Pershing was convinced that the British ani

the French had lost the ability to fight anyway but in the

trenches.

We found difficulty, however in using these Allied
instructors, in that the French and, to a large extent
the British, had practically settled d)wn to the
conviction that developments since 1914 had changjed the
principles of warfare. Both held that new conditions
imposed by trench fighting had rendered p;revious
conceptions of training more or less obsolete and that
preparation for open warfare was no longer
necessary.25

And there were distinct tactical differences in how to

prepare for open warfare which translates to deep

penetration and exploitation. Pershing's Combat

Instructions are soecific.

From a tactical point of view the method of combat in
trench warfare presents a marked contrast to that
employed in open warfare, and the atte:apt by assaulting
infantry to use trench warfare methods in an open
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warfare combat will be successful only at great cost.
Trench warfare is marked by uniform formations, the
regulation of space and time by higher commands doun to
smallest details . . .fixed distances and intervals
between units and individuals . . .little initiative.
Open warfare is marked by . . . irregularity of
formations, comparatively little regulation of space --.nd
time by higher commanders, the greatest possible use of
the infantry's own firepower to enable it to get
forward, variable distances and intervals between units
and individuals . . .brief orders anc' -ho greatest
possible use of individual initiative 5y all troops
engaged in the action.

2 6

The preceding are not isolated thoughts on open

warfare. Pershing firmly believed thent ani instilled them

in his subordinates. However, one must also keep in mind

that the French, British, and Germans were looking through-

out the war for the breakthrough and exploitation, but had

been driven to ground by the lethality of artillery and

machine guns. Pershing's criticism of the French in this

regard whom he viewed as "defensive, at least in thought,

during the previous half century, "27 ignores the "school

of the offensive" doctrine with which the French entered the(

war. Adherence to attack, regardless ci the enemy's

strength, or one's own losses, had prcven in unsatisfactory

approach to France, and the other combatants on the Western

Front as well. 2 8 One shudders at the thought that

Pershing may have tried his open warfare doctrine before the

Germans had exhausted themselves and had become a shadow of

their 1914-1917 forces.
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Stir Up Public Opinion Against the War

The certainty of alliance leanings .iere not so clear

as in the Cold War era. American reluctance to enter the

war was a reflection of long standing isolation from Euro-

pean affairs, but not of disinterest. As 1917 approached,

it was not clear on which side American sentiment rested.

First, there was a large pro-German element of the po[pula-

tion. In fact, many Americans were native born Germans.

Second, while Americans generally had (ood feelings toward

France, most were decidedly anti-British, both attitudes

stemming all the way from the Revolutionary War.2 9 One

aspect of the latter was the large number of American Irish

immigrants who could hardly be expected to serve in British

formations during the Irish national rebellion begun in

1916.30 It is therefore logical that Pershing was

concerned about "the certainty of its beinq used by Cerman

propagandists to stir up public opinion against the

war"31

Excite Political Opposition Against the War

Finally, and closely tied to the inediately preced-

ing objection was "the probability that such action by the

United States would excite serious political oppositior to

the administration in the conduct of the war." 3 2 Per-

shing argfied in the Supreme War Council "thiat all sorts of

questions would be raised . . .as to whiethar we were in the

war to fight for Great Britain." 3 3 And, a3 discussed in
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Chapter II above, American war aims were tLifferent fror th,

Allies. If America was to have a say in the p eace st~l -

ment, then it must play a major role ip the victory. As Foz

Conner wrote, "America must have a voice in the peace coun-

cils, if a peace satisfactory to her is to be formulated.

She will have no such voice if her forces are used up by

putting her battalions in French and Briti;h units." 3 4

Pershing expressed similar thoughts in a 17 .January 1918

letter to Baker,

We must look forward to bearing a very heavy part in
this conflict before it ends, and cur forces should not
be dissipated except for a temporary emergency.
Moreover, it is unnecessary to say, when the war ends
our position will be stronger if our army actinh'as such
shall have played a distinct and definite part.

Public opinion '-,ould have been most directly affected

because of the draft. As one historian writes, "Amalgamatin. an

army of volunteers would have been one thing, but doing it with a

conscript army was ancther. " 36 Originally, amalgamation r.a!

been proposed as recruiting volunteers in excess to America'-

needs into Allied units. There was also the example of Anmc':r.-fl

volunteers in French and British Air Forces. However, despite

the visibility these flyers received, their numbers were very

small. Only 224 American volunteers actually flew as part of the

French Air Force and 228 with the British. 37 It was the

glamour of flight which appealed to these ,olunteers not thr'

glamour of trench warfare.

When America resorted to the draft to fill its ranks

it is logical to assume that the men would fight under
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American leadership for reasons of accountability, if

nothing else. The British were particularly insensitive to

this aspect of the issue. Having bitterly resolved their

own draft question, soldiers had become soldiers in 3ritish

eyes which blinded them to this and many of the other

arguments.

In summary, Pershing had been grant,!d by the Presi-

dent and Secretary of War the ultimate authority to decide

the amalgamation issue. His objections, s:Tfnmarized in thi:;

chapter, encompass the political considerations of national

sentiment, political opposition, and anti-,ar propaganda

influencing public opinion. The strength of his opposition

was based on the military considerations. He was firmly

convinced the war could be won only on the West-rn Front and

only by a large American army trained to breakthrough and

exploit on a strategic scale. The decision was his call,

but would the Allies accept it?
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CHAPTER VI

THE ALLIED CASE

Pershing had an outstanding argument against

amalgamation. What case could the Allies possibly-make?

Was the real issue the condescension sensed by Colonel

Conner, among others, that America was incapable of

organizing and handling large forces in coiibat? While there

may have been an element of this, the inore likely belief was

the logical one that America was unprepare( for the

realities of the Western Front. Drawing on the experience

of three years, the British and French must have believed

they knew how to fight and a newcomer, esp(ecially one who

was building an army from scratch, could hairdly be expected

to be successful.

The real basis of the Allied case, though, was in the

vast amount of assistance they provided to the A.E.F. 'n

terms of shipping, materiel support, services of supply, an

training. Far from being the "arsenal of democracy" America

would become by World War II, the lack of readiness in 1917

made us almost totally dependent on the Allies for support.

In reality it was only American manpower, the object of the

amalgamation/independence controversy, which we ever got

into battle. In view of the support they )rovided, the

French and British could make a strong arqument that some

payback in terms of combat power was dermaned, particularly
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with the German offensive imminent. I;hirm)ing was

discussed under the Six Division Program above. To repeat,

Allied shipping, principally British, tran!3ported almost 57%

of the 2,000,000 men the A.E.F. got to France by the end of

the war. The other aspects of Allied support will now be

analyzed.

Materiel Support

The A.E.F. was especially deficient in direct war-

fighting equipment--artillery, small arms, munitions, and

aircraft. Prior to the war each of these was supplied by

relatively small plants geared to the training needs of a

small army. Further, these plants had virtually no expan-

sion capability. Greatly increased production demanded by

modern war would require months, and expan:3ion efforts would

not really begin to bear fruit until very near the end of

the war.
2

Without resorting to a long "laundry list" detailine

American dependence on the French and British for supply,

the following paragraphs are illustrative. Of the 4,300+

artillery pieces possessed by the A.E.F. at the end of the

war, 3,800 (88%) were provided by the Allies. Almost half

of these totals were the famous French 7n.n. gun. Many of

the American weapons arrived too late to ijet into action flfn

the highest estimate is that only 130 wearDns of ,Verican

manufacture actually fired in combat. Virtually all the
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10,000,000 rounds of ammunition fired by tne A.E.F. were

produced by the French.
3

It must be said that this critical ,ssistance was not

much of a strain to the Allies. In a 4 December 1917 lett-r

from Bliss to the Adjutant General, reviewLn American

requirements, he documented:

The representatives of Great Britain aid France st.-te
that their production of artillery (field, medium ,nd
heavy) is now established on so large i scale that the;
are able to equip completely all Aieri7an divisionF as
they arrive in France during the year 1918 with the best
make of British and French guns and howitzers. The
British and French ammunition supply and reserves are
sufficient to provide the requirements of the American
army thus equipped at least up to June 1918 provided
that the existing 6-inch shell plants in the United
States and Dominion of Canada are maintained in full
activity . . The French can and are willing to supply
the American army as it arrives in Europe with its full
quota of 75-millimeter field guns and with adequate
supplies of shells for this size provided that the
United States furnish raw materials, propellants, and
explosives in advance.

4

America was also forced to adopt the British Enfield

rifle over the preferred Springfield b,-cause "it was then

being manufactured for the British in larme quantities at

private factories in our own country and a slight rnodiica-

tion of the chamber only was necessary to take it fit our

ammunition." 5 Additionally, the Allies supplied 253 of

the 289 tanks (88%) and 5151 of the 6364 aircraft (81%) u K

by the A.E.F. One third of the A.E.F. machine auns were

supplied by the French.6

One must also keep in mind the vast aiaount of

services and various categories of sup-ilies provided b-7 the
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Allies. For example, 70% of the 229,000 h,)rses racird fur

transportation came from the French. n a.l, ter rillicrn

tons of supplies and equipment were purchaed or tprovi(,,d

free to the A.E.F. in Europe compared w.'ith seven rillion

tons shipped from the US. 7

The War Department clearly saw the ;-bilitv, or

inability, to supply American forces a5 an independence

issue.

Dependence upon another nation for our arms and
ammunition is contrary to the independ, nt spirit of our
people. It is thought that the abandonment of our arms
for inferior arms of another nation wolild be resented by
the public at large, and satisfactory 3xplanation by the
War Department would be difficult.

8

Nevertheless, if America was to fight, it would fiqht with

French and British equipment. Seen from tie perspective of

the Allies, could they not expect to get some paynack from

their assistance?

Training

Th shipping, materiel support, and services of

supply such as transportation provided by the Allies was

essential to the American war effort but would have no

impact if Pershing's "groups of civilians" were not properly

"militarized." Training was thus the bigq.'st limitatin in

getting Americans into the fight.

There were generally three phases off trainin,, for tne

average American soldier--six months f Dasic training in

the United States with emphasis on qene ral military skills,

two months of further training in France e nphasizing vstecni
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Front combat, and one month in trench warf ire training in a

quiet sector of the front.9 This traininq concert .ias

driven by a number of factors. The most inportant

consideration was the availability of shiping. The

stateside training was determined strictly by shiopinq, not

by any standards of proficiency. The 'roons arriving irn

France were therefore a mixed bag of soldiers and

near-civilians who had to be finished by experienced

trainers willingly provided by the British and French.

Perhaps the biggest single issue involving training

centered on the training requirements of Xnerican higher

level commanders and their staffs. As Colonel Conner wrote

in a 16 December 1917 memo, "Notwithstanding our enormous

military expansion, our weakness is not in our junior

officers, soldiers, and small units, but in the higher

command and staff. Only by actual work in divisional unitn

can we remedy this weakness. " I 0 This thought was

repeated often throughout the amalgamation debate and 2s

certainly a valid consideration es'necially in view of

Pershing's large unit, open warfare emohasis. One other

factor bearing on the need for higher command and staff

training was the relative size of the American divisions

compared to the Allies which were only about 12,000-14,000

at various stages of the war aqairst 27,000-28,000 in an

American division. Such a formation would indeed be

unwieldy without adequate training.
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Traininq with the !Ir:_tisi

American training with the British . the re sult -.

the Six-Division Program although ten slivi ion.s would

ultimately be trained under the agreemrent. The prorar, wlo.

well thought out and was based on the British ex:rerien<e of

its own soldiers needs learned after three years of .ar.

American troops would arrive as complete divisions and h-

attached with British reserve units in re(c rea. (See

Figure 1). The commanders and staffs war_ likewise attachc<i

to their counterparts. Only the artil-ery units were

detached. These completed their training with the French

who were also providing the guns and atiLnunitions as

discussed under "Materiel Support" above.

The training program was estimated to require three

to three and one half months. The aim was for the Americars

to build from small to larger and larger units as traininq

proficiency increased. For the first two or three wee.:s

battalions would train out of the line with a British

brigade. They would then complete a tour in the line witr

that same brigade. After rest and refit, battalions would

be concentrated into regiments and attache-! to divisions.

After a tour in the line, the reliment!3 coild be forme' irt-o

brigades and concentrated in a divisional 3rea where

training would be finished as a division under its own

commander and his staff. The division wo Id then join thl

American army in its designated sector.1 1
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The key feature of the program was

that the higher American commander:; an-! staffs ',e
attached for training to the corre:;Donling British
commanders and staffs, but that such Anerican coii-nriers
retain full responsibility for the training and
discipline of their commands, supply remaininei under th-
control of the British."

1 2

One seemingly small point that ,ias address.'d earl,; in

the plan was how to provide the different :aliber ammunit;'l.n

for American machine guns and rifles than th:.t usecd b, tlir

British. "It was nreferable for the AnaerL:7ans to ccjnt; |

to use the weapons witn which they wouLd eventual y be r,'c

. . .The British will receive the asmuunition in bulk, -nd

will be responsible for the detailed supply to

units."1 3  In assessing amalgamation as an organiza-

tional scheme, logistics is a critical factor. If logistics

is considered an individual nation's responsibility in a

coalition, and weapon systems are not interoperable, then

the logistics system dictates that armies fight in national

sectors. It was only the materiel support provide,1 by the

Allies and therefore a high degree of interoTerabilitv nmcn7

tne nations which made amalgantation even feasible.

One excellent feature of the training scheme was the

establishment of an Anerican headquarters to oversee the

training and watch over A.rnrican interests. Lt Col Georqr,

S. Simonds was assigned as Chief of Stiff, II Corps, with a

w.,aall staff on 20 February 1918 an(] was given authorit' to

act in Pershing's name on any aspect o.f training w.iith the

British. He could, and dii, communicate cdirectly with an;
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F

headquarters and American or British staff agency requLre

to facilitate training. 14 This small staff ",,as larelv

responsible for the generally good relaticr.s betw-en t.e

British and the Americans durinq this critical r)art of th.,

American preparation for ultimate indecen;ent opratioa;.

Both American and British communications c n the areer, nt:

and progress are refreshingly free of the acrimony whi, .,

characterizes much of the amalgamation deat- .

The excellent agree, ient and contint oti com;:untc i.:

between the two sides precluded the use of Ainericans in

combat before they were ready. Even during the German

offenses the British stuck to the plan and the emergency use

that was envisioned by the British never came about. 71ai7

did include them in his plans, but only a.- their state of

readiness allowed. For example on 23 'ay 1918 a field orU* r

included a tasking for American units to "be disposed as

garrison of a rear system of defen.e--thi. they shculd

improve and .n the case of hostile atttck will hol- ., 15

A similar agreement was documented in an 11 June 1918

dispatch for American divisions to be usen "(a) To occupy

rear line of defense as reserves to front line troops, or

(b) In case of necessity they may be assi:ned to a portion

of the front line. " 16

In summary, training with the Eritlsh was well-

planned, deliberate, and thorough, makinu good use of

British war experience. Relations weze c,)rdial, although
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"differences in national characteristics" le,! to some

interesting arrangements. Vor example, t,,e !;unr)l/ TreneI ,

included "The British will provide all subsi!;tence .Th

rum ration will be omitted." 1 7 The excellent cooraina-

tion of the II Corps headquarters to facilitate communica-

tion and look out for A/nerican interests combined to rroducc

well prepared soldiers. .B1oth sides were committedl to the

plan and did not resort to the use of Americans as cannon-

fodder. The British got fjood payback for their shipping and

training, what they neededi, but nor what they

wanted--amalgamation.

Training with th(_! French

The A.E.F. trainint with th French pnrallei,d -he

British building block aorroach of battalioni with bri,;a,/u-;,

regiments with divisions, and indeoendent division trainin,;

under American control. In adoition, the concept of

out-cf-line and in-line training in quiet sectors of t'ie

front was the :3amc. The principle differ(.rc was that the

excellent relations between the nations' armies that

characterized American-British relations vere even better

with the French. This was partially a result of the

pro-French American sentiment and the fact that "we ar,2

operating on French soil and due to our lc.ng overseas

communications are far more dependent upc;r gond

understanding with the Frf'nch than are th British."' R

But it was also a question of French attitude.
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The French were simply more appreciative of Amccican

help than were the British. While American relations with

the British during the traininq were cordial, the Frenc;i

never displayed the insensitivity to American sentiment tht

the British occasionally did. As Petain instructed his army

on training the A.E.F., he stressed attitude as much as the

details:

In their relations with American officers the French
officers must always use the greatest tact: The
Americans fully recognize the value of our militar;
experience; for our part, we must not forget that
America is a great nation, that the Tu ericans have a
national self respect developed and justified ny t'e
breadth of vision which they bring to bear upon alL
questions which they consider. French officers should
treat the officers of their grade, or of a subordinate
grade, as comrades who have arrived mcre recently than
they upon the front, and should treaq9 them as little a!;
possible as a master does a scholar.

This is not to imply that there were no probler.,.3.

The difference in language was discussed occasionally. In

addition, there was relatively more discus-sion thar with

British about getting Americans into the line. This v;

primarily because of the relatively higher state of

readiness of the American livis-:ons working with the

French. The 1st Division had been in France since Jul; 1917

and the 2nd, 26th, and 42nd since October 1917.20

But the more serious problem was tie differences in

strategy. As Petain instructed his trainers,

Operations in Open Country: P .erican& dream of
operating in open country, after havirg broken thr)ujh
the front. This results in toc much ttention bei v
devoted to this form of operations, wlhich the Americans
consider as superior, and in which, cir Allies soo.3ti.- s
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seem to think, we are incapable of offering them the
same assiftance which they expect from us in trench
warfare.

The French challenge was to "take discreet measures to

counteract the idea that we are inexperienced in open

warfare"2 2 yet prepare the Americans for the realities

of the Western Front for which the average American's "lack

of previous military training leaves him unprepared and he

is unable to imagine things which he has ncver seen. " 23

The American view of trench warfare was best

expressed by Major General R.L. Bullard who recoimnended

reduction of such training. "First: After the preliminary

training on the subject, two weeks is adecuate time to learn

all that is necessary for a beginning of warfare in the

trenches. Second: Trench warfare, if prolonaed beyond a

very limited perioa, takes the offensive sTirit out of

troops.-24

Nevertheless, the commitirent to properly preparing

the Americans prior to exposing them to combat was the same

as the British. In addition, the willingness to provid.e theI

necessary training areas, both French (Figure 2) and

American (Figure 3) and equip and supply Americans during

the training period made the ultimate American contribution

possible.

The French and British thus had a strong case for

utilization of American manpower because ei the vast ar, ounr

of assistance they providee- to the A.E.F. ihis chapter
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establishes a balanced view of the amalgamation controversy

by presenting the Allied case. Seen in this light, the

desperate strategic situation, the slow buildup of the

American army, the shipping, materiel, and training support

seem to favor the French and British position on

amalgamation as they braced for the imminent German attack.
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CHAPTER VII

THE GERMAN OFFENSIVE

On 20 March 1918 the 180 French and British divisions

on the Western Front faced 192 German divisions. The A.E.F.

was still not ready. Only the Ist Division was combat ready

and was holding its own sector of the front near Toul.

Three other division--2nd, 42nd, and 26th were serving or

had served their training period in the line with their

French partner divisions. A total of 287,500 American

troops were in France.
1

The next day the long anticipated German offensive

began with the principal attack against the British on the

Somme (Figure 4). From then until mid-July 1918 four other

major German attacks from Flanders to the Marne would

threaten to achieve victory. The German offensive impacted

the amalgamation controversy in two ways. First, the

British provided even more shipping to bring vast numbers of

American soldiers to France. But because the soldiers were

specified to be principally infantry and machine gunners

without the division support troops, the arrivals continued

to fuel Allied amalgamation demands. Second, in response to

the emergency, Pershing yielded to temporary amalgamation of

American units. Yet he stuck to the training needs of his

senior commanders and their staffs which would ultimately
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allow the formation of :n ndLndr,( :nt A~rercan ar.v rWv not

permitting amilcamatior: -o los than dJv4 nn-sizc

formations.

Joint Note 18

The initial German attack on the So;-me penetrated th-

British line over 50 kilometers in some areias before it wa

checked by British reserves reinforced by -he French. In

response to the desperate situation the miiitary

representatives of the Supreme War Council met to discuss

how America could best aid the Allies who it now appeared

could not hold out against repeated German attacks. The

result was a modification to the Six-Division Program

-discussed in Chapter IV above. In Joint '!te 18 the-

military representatives including General Bliss recommrend-'7

that only American infantry and machine gun units be shipped

to France and temporarily amalgamated with Allied divisions

until the emergency situation was stabili-, .2

The relationships among the highest levels of

American political and military leadership were outstandinq

throughout the war. However, in this case General Bliss had

acted against Pershing's view. Pershing appealed his

position directly to Secretary of War Baker who fortuitousl-.

was on a visit to France. As a result Secretary Baker

recommended to the President on March 28 that Joint Note 18

with priority shipment of only infantry and machine gunners
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be approved, but with !ri iniportant caveat.

Such units, w-ien transrorted, will be -:nrer the
direction of the Commarder-in-Chief of the American
Expeditionary Forces, and will be assi,,ned for traininc;
and use by him in his discretion. He w;ill uer2 these :i
all other military forces of the UnitedI States under hi-
command in such manner as to render th,! qreatest
military assistance keeping in mind always the
determination of this Government to have its various
military forces collected, as speedilv as their trainin2
and the militay situation permits, into an independent
American army.

President Wilson approved the caveat and thus again

affirmed America's commitment to fight as an independent

army.

The next few weeks the Americans and the British.

debated the amount of manpower that could be shipped and its

composition. The British assumed that giv,n the serious'n-.

of the German offensives the priority shipment of infantry

and machine gunners would be continuous. Pershinq, of

course, took a different view. He reverted back to the

original agreerents of the Six-Division Program and acc'1&

only to the combat elements of these divisions precEdirg thn-

remaining divisional troops and then only slightly. The

priority shipment of American combat arms would only be for

the month of May after which a further decision would be

made as to the American shipping priorities.4 The

British reluctantly agreed to this program and magnanimously

came up with additional shipping which when added to

American capability would transport 750,0011 troops to Fraincc

between April and the end of July. 5
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Th[ priority sha]rm(nt of the coi. but e:nents ul

divisions shinne<d -in trained by the BritL2i ,omolt:atc:

formation of an independent A:ierican army rind contr.inuud t,

fuel amalgamation demands. One division's exoerience is

illustrative and in addition shows the typical training pace

of the A.E.F. during this period.

The 82nd Division sailed from Boston, Brooklyn and

New York Cit7 to Liverpool with the advance detachment

embarking on 16 April 1918 and the last unit not arriving

until 10 July. After a brief rest the troops sailed from

Southampton to Le Havre. The infantry and artillery trained

with the British 66th Division until 15 June at St. 7alery.

The artillery brigade did not arrive in France until 4 June

where it was trained at the American artillery school at La.

Courtine. The engineers and other combat and combat support

elements arrived at Le Havre on 3-4 June and completed brief

training at their branch schools prior to rejoining the

combat arms near Toul in mid-Jane. From 25 June to 17 Jal:

the division, less artillery, trained in the line with the

French 154th Division. It was not until just.prior to the

St. Mihiel offensive that the full division was re-

joined. 6 As long as the divisional elements remained

scattered, amalgamation seemed to the Allies to be feasi-

ble. Amalgamation was not, however, feasible to John J.

Pershing.
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The Abbeville Aareement

As the argument continued the seconl najor G'2rnan

attack occurred on 9 April in Flanders'. AlTain only a

maximum effort by the British reinforced by French 'ivisicis

prevented the Germans from breaking through to the sea. A

dramatic confrontation -on 25 April between Pershing and

Foch, who was just appointed Allied Conmander-in-Chief on 14

April, effectively summarizes the status of the amalgamation

battle at this point.

When questioned about giving shipping priority to

combat arms, Pershinc, stated that he thought the proposition

would delay the formation of an American army before tle

spring of 1919.

Ceneral Foch stated that he wanted to see an American
army--as soon as possible; as large as possible, as well
instructed as possible--taking its place on the Allied
front, but that if we did not take steps to prevent the
disaster which is threatened at present the American
army may arrive in France to find the British pushed
into the sea and the French back of the Loire, while
they try in vain to organize n lost battlefields over
the tombs of Allied soldiers.

Pershing gave his assurance that he understood the

seriousness of the situation but did not give-in on the

issue of independence. In fact, he appears to have

considered the necessity of America fighting the war alone

as Foch suggested when he revised the American requirement

to 80 divisions by April 1919 ind 100 divisions by July

1919.8 Pershing did agree to continual priority for

infantry and machine gunners in June and July.
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Pershinq 's obstinjacy Ws De,jinn :ng -o wear own ti h

Allies. After much of thol same type of rii-;cusio;. whiz:'!

characterized the debate to this point-, the Supremc War

Council finally acceded to Pershing's arqu.:1ent and qranted

Joint Note 19 at a meeting in Abbeville on 2 May 1 9 1 8 :1

"It is the opinion of the Supreme War Council that, in ord'er

to carry the war to a successful conclusion, an America:n

army should be formed as early as possible under its ov.n

commander and under its own flag."
1 0

The Abbeville Agreement effectively ended the

philosophical debate, but did not totally resolve it. Much

fighting, both on the battlefield and in the conference

rooms would be necessary until the amalgamation/independenc-

issue was resolved. After all America had yet to appear in

force on the battlefield.

Temporary Amalgamation

American participation in th_ first two offensives

was very limited. On the Sorrane only three engineer

regiments and four air squadrons saw action.1 1  In

Flanders only two engineer regiments and one air squadron

actually fought. 12 However, the 26th Division took over

the Ist Division sector and the 42nd Division relieved two

French divisions in the Vosges to allow the French to get

into the heavy fighting.
1 3

But with the third major attack, this time against

the French along the Aisne River centered on Soissons, the
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real American contribution beqan. The Geriman attack of 27

May broke through the French lines and by I June had

penetrated nearly to the MTrne. To counter the advance th.

American 2nd Division was olaced in a cap in the line on th,

heights above the Marne just northwest of Chateau Thierry

where it was instrumental in stopping the German advanca.

Additionally, the 3rd Division having just arrived in France

and only partially trained, helped hold the river crossings

at Chateau Thierry.1 4 It was also during this period

that the 1st Division captured Cantigny in a pre-planned

action involving primarily French artillery.
1 5

The division size application of A.E.F. units'during

the Aisne-Marne defensive began the pattern of employment

which continued until the ultimate assembl, of the

independent American army. It is a critical point and one

glossed over by many accounts of the amalgamation

controversy. Pershing was insistent uporn .reeping the

largest possible American units together d'ring the A. .F.'

training period. Only by doing so could he assure the

training needs not only of the soldiers but of his senior

level couuanders and their staffs. It was only at the

division level where a combined arms force with infantry,

machine gunners, artillery, cavalry, and a combat support

and combat service support train came to(etl.er co provide

the command, control, and logistics challenges to adequately

provide the senior commanders and staffs the needed
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experience for even larje- operations.l( ,,

comunications with both t,e !.'renc.t anr -tich he ins S

on division level oper;itions as hi.s bottom line.

In regard to using the 27th and 30ti Divisions,

Pershing wrote to Haig,

I have, however, informed General Read.(lI Corps
Commander) that these divisions must remain under their
own division commanders. We have so often discussr-d th,_
question of bringing rvxerican forces together in l ,m
units that I am sure that it is unnece:isary for me to
insist upon the reasons why my division commanders
should exercise tactical as welI as administrative
control over their own troops.17

Similar correspondence between Pershing and Petain adhered

to employment by division as the guiding principal. 1 8

During the Montdidier-Noyon offensive in June and th-

final Champagne-Marne offensive in July increasing numbers

of American divisions participated in the Allied defense.

In all nine divisions were engaged in active fighting. In

addition, parts of five other divisions entered the line for

training, partially freeing up Allie!d units for

combat-.1 9 The principle of keeping the American

divisions together aided the Allies, while providing

valuable training leading to the ultimate formation of an

independent American army. Temporary amalgamation below the

division level, as the French and British )ressed for during

the American buildup, was a rare exception.
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The 51 ackz Regjiments

The most notable r -ce},Lion wits the :;erhic, (, t:

black regiment- with the French. Imneaiat4-1, upfon their

.arrival in France, the 369th, 370th, 371st, and 372nd

Infantry Regiments of the 93rd Division were attached to

French divisions in precisely the way the Allies had

envisioned amalgamation.2 0 Two aspects of this

exception demanded assessment--the regiments performance

under amalgamation and why the excepti6n was made.

The French were extremely well satisfied withA the

black soldiers. The 369th spent 191 days in line, longer

than any other American unit. During the M1euse-Argonne

campaign the French division commander conended the 371st

and 372nd, "The bravery and dash of your regiments are the

admiration of the Moroccan division and the!y are good

judges. "21  Three of the four regiments were awarded the

Croix de Guerre unit citation, France's highest

hon-r. 2 2  So the performance seems to valilate at least

the potential of the Allies' amalgamation concept.

The why is a bit more complicated. Certainly racial

prejudice was a part of it. There was concern in the South

over training and arming large numbers of blacks. There

were several instances of rioting in protest to stationing

of blacks in training camps and almost unbelievable

instances of discrimination.2 3 Pershing had much direct

experience having served with the 10th Cavalry. His
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nickname "Black Jack" wan an oriqinally derisive !.,rnc

to this service. 2 4 And h-:; attitudu about blac!

soldiers is best reflected in his comments on the poor

performance of the A.E.F.'s 368th Regiment, of the 92nr2

Division in the Meuse-Argonne. 2 5 He wrote of the "lower

capacity" of colored soldiers and of the "colored officers

(being) relatively below white officers in general

ability." He concluded that "it would hav,! been much wiser

to have followed the long experience of our Reqular Army and

provided these colored units with selected white

officers.
"26

Despite this aspect of racial prejudice the principal

reason behind the decision to amalgamate the black units was

that the regiments had come to France without the other

divisional troops. They were thus unable to be for:ned into,

and trained and employed as, a complete division as Pershina

would have done, if at all possible.2 7 Because cf the

total segregat.on policy of the World War 1 PAmerican Army,

without a divisional structure there was simply no other

alternative.

Except for the four black regiments the American

response to the amalgamation demands in the face of the

German 1918 offensives was by those divisions who could

benefit from the larce unit training such response provided

in preparation for an independent Amierican army.
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L.

CfI APTER V1I

A PIECE OF THE 7PONT

After the final thrusts of the (Geriman offensive wer.:

checked, the Allies began a counteroffensive in the Marne

valley. Between 18 July and 28 July the French, bolstered

by eight American divisions albeit scattered all alonci tnh

front, had regained all the territory lost in the German

Champagne-Marne offensive and had begun th,: series of

offensives which would ultimately win the war. The

emergency which fueled the Allied amalgamation demands had

passed. In Pershing's view "the people of the United States

have been given to understand that there is an army of a

million American men in France. The American public will

therefore soon begin to ask why there is not an American

army fighting as such, or whether our soIdLiers are not Qood

enough to hold a front of their own."1

Lorraine

The question of a separate sector of the front for an

American army was obviously critical to the amalgamation

controversy.

Shortly after arriving in Franc(!, Pershing began to

consider the Lorraine region for the eventual employment of

the A.2.E. The first consideration was the practical one of

finding an area large enouqh, and quiet enough, to train a
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new army, but one t'at w'o Ild not corflict wit-t tno Ir ,:m:r

and British. Lihe ';ii L7o-il itv of ports of elwark tion

rail systems alon - seeed to point to Lorrtirne. h

in Flanders and Picardy were supplied throuqh the Channel

ports with extensive road and rail systems built up for

their supply requirements. The French arm-' was in the are,-

covering the approaches to Paris, which was critical to it::

supply. However, the ports of St. Nazaire, La Pallice, and

Bassens were relatively uncongested. in addition, the

railroads from these ports permitted movement into Lorraine

without interference with the British or French supply

lines. 2 (Figure 5)

Lorraine wa: also a relatively quiet sector of th

front. However, it offered what Pershing was looking for

most--the potential for a decisive offensive. As Pershing

wrote in his Final Report,

The great fortified district east of Verdun and around
menaced central France, protected the most exposed
oortion of the German line of communications, that
between Metz and Sedan, and covered tn2 Briey iron
region, from which the enemy obtained the greater part
of the iron required for munitions and material. The
coal fields east of Metz were also covered by these same
defenses. A deep advance east of Metz, or the capture
of the Briey region, by threatening the invasion of rich
German territory in the Moselle Valley and the Saar
Basin, thus curtailing her supply of coal or iron, would
have a decisive effIct in forcing a withdrawal of Ccr..a.
troops from France.

Within Lorraine, the area around St. Mihiel seemed to

be the best choice for the first American armv's offensive.

It was lightly defended and the terrain was slightly better
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than the run j I;cg*ijire, o t c south or th- heights aiov.2 t:,,

Meuse around !erd2.n to th(- nor-th. Cne diis,(ivantaaQ not--: in

an early assessment by the A.E.F.s G-2-was that "It woulj

not, however, pave the way for a further attack in the same

locality, although its occupation woulc be egually favorable

for supporting an advance northward from V rdun ... .4

This, of course, would be realized in the 'Meuse-Argonno

offensive.

The selection of Lorraine as a separate and distinct

Amer±.an sector was the final piece of Pershing's concept of

an independent American army. The concept may now be seen

as a total program, not an either independent/or

amalgamation situation. With clear initial directinn frcm

the President and Secretary of War, Pershing set in motion a

training plan based on divisions as building blocks, with an

open warfare doctrine, all aimed at the concentration of an

indCpVndent army in Lorraine for a final decisive offen!iro

against the Germans. The final prohlem was how to cchieve

the concentration

Concentration of the American Army

The Americans had always seen a potential problem

with even temporary amalgamation. As Pershing wrote to the

Chief of Staff on 1 January 1918, "They probably could not

be relieved for service with us without disrupting the

Allied divisions to which assigned especially if engaged ir.

active service."5 But with the temporary halt on 28
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July to consol idat th - -!-ii ns made in tl'- ir.

counteroffensive, the tim-: 'ia-l cGie. I Ch reed. ito- -,,,)

on 14 July he had declared:

Today when there are a million Americans in France,
America must have her place in the war. America has t!ie
right to have her army organized as such; the Arerican
army must be an accomplished fact. Moreover the caus,-
of the Allies will be better servea by an American aruj
under its own chief than by an American army with its
units dispersed.0

In early June there was an attempt to form a corps

uniting the American divisions in the Chateau-Thierr, area.

This had not succeeded due to the German offensives and only

one American division had come under its command. However,

on 24 July the concept was expanded to form the 1st American

Army of two corps of three divisions each. Th.? remaining

A.E.F. divisions were concentrated near Toul which would be

the ultimate American sector. On 9 August, Foch allowed all

American forces, less three divisions left on the Vesle, to

be concentrated for an offensive neatr St. ihiel. 7

Eigit of the ten aivisions shipoed and trained by the

British were transferred in two groups, five divisions in

June and three in August, leaving only the 27th and 30th

Divisions behind the British lines. 8

One final drama was to be played out before action b,

an independent American army became reality. By 30 August

the concentration of the forces needed for the St. Mihiel

operation was nearly complhte when Foch' proposed a aj-r

change to the plan. Instead of a major effort against St.
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Mihie; , the A,iricans wo., make ti,. ir att < west of L ,i-

Argonne Forest sur, nportiiq i n :x aIqa "-.aird F,:,:nci- .e r i ca: I

army under a French commander in the Meuse-A:rgonnc. Ha : a

the previous agreements been for nothing?

Pershing asked for time to study the situation. The

next day he presented his final position: "I can no longer

agree to any plan which involves dispersion of our

units."9 The A.E.F. would fight as an American army or

not at all. Foch responded that Pershing :ould hardly-callI

his force now an American army since it wa3 lacking guns,

tanks, aircraft, transportation, and much of the services of

supply needed to make an army. In fact, this is true. As

has been discussed throughout this paper, -he materif-l

support provided by the Allies was the strongest case they

had for amalgamation. In addition, the priority shipment of

infantry and machine gunners in May, June, and July and the

"catch up" efforts of other divisional elements had left

serious shortaqes in corps and army troops necessary for n

true all-American force. Pershing rightly pointed out that

this had been a corporate decision and had in.larqe measure

been willingly corrected by incorporation of French services

troops. Liddell Hart notes that "Foch wisely dropped the

argument. 
" 10

At a final meeting on 2 September, the two commanders

agreed on a compromise. Thlv St. ihiel op-ration would b-
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sca £ ed back ,-m would be ii .odiate lv fullo .-_.,. v , :Cl._j

al!-American effort in the h Muse-Ar, onr~e. 1

Zt. Nlihie 1

The elimination of the St. Mihiel salient hbo(an on ]2

September with the main attack by seven An,.rican divislo:,.s

in two corps on the south face of the saii(nt bet%.een

Montsec and Pont-a-Mousson. (Figure 6) Th. plan called f-':

the 26th Division and a brigade of the 4th Division to

attack on the west face and pinch off the salient by nlosi..:

with the main body at Vigneulles. In a bit of irony, the_

French II Coloni,'l Corps of three division under General

Pershing's command would make a supporting attack against

the heights between St. Mihiel and Montsec. The French 15th

Colonial Division was to make a supporting attack beside the

Americans on the west face.12 In addition the air

forces were concentrated under an American commander,

Brigadier General Billy Mitchell. The 1,4'?! aircraft wer

the largest concentration cf air forces ever assembled and

were tasked with observation, interdiction, and close air

support for the operation.13

The offensive began with an intense, four-hour

artillery barrage by 3000 guns (almost all French), followed

by the advance of the seven division force on the south

face. The German forces facing them had actually begun a

retreat to counter the exeected attack similar to threir

strategic withdrawal in early 1917 which had upset the
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Nivelle Offensive. How.ev ,r, .hc short art .,

helped achieve 2'rrist- an,! t2Q Ior4 ranu. • ,,

effective in isolating the battlefield. TI Americ:7ns

advanced quickly and actually reached their second day's

objectives north of Thiaucourt by noon of t.he first day.

Exploitation of this rapid advance was li:ted by the

inability to move forward the follow-on su wnlies aheiad of

schedule.

The advance on the west face was not as successful.

One reason is that the terrain was much more difficult with

steep wooded hills stretching east from the Meuse. More

important was the f-ct that the forces in this secto had

been reduced from three or four American divisions in the

original plan to the one A.E.F. division plus one brigade

with a French division supporting attack. The left wing of

the pincer had simply been too weakened to exploit the

success on the right.
1 4

Additionally, tne air effort was se-erely hampered

low ceilings and visibility which precluded much flying on

the first three days of the battle. The Air Service's Final

Report does credit the air effort with some success strafing

and bombing the retreating Germans on the fourth day. 1 5

The battle was terminated on 14 September with the

objective of straightening the lines realized. Later

critics such as Liddell Hart emphasize the missed

opportunity and the escape of 40,000-50,000 Germans as a
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result of the i nabili' t, a:,idly cl e 1-:,( trar .

Howevec, it wa-, seen at . h time as a n i v --o-y ' n, : I,

validation of an indeoendE:-,,t American army's .otentw-.

results were impre, sive for a first eftort including i%,(0i

prisoners and 257 guns for a loss of 7,000

casualties. 1 7 As Conner summarized, "The First Army hid

developed a sense of Dower that was very essential to

overcoming the more difficult tasks awaiting it; American

staffs had shown t-heir ability to control large masses, the

enemy saw America entering the war capable of organizing and

employing her millions as a distinct National Army." 1 8

How Distinct a Nati nal Army?

The A.E.F. would never achieve comrpete indepen-

dence. During the Meuse-Arqonne campaign four divisions had

no organic artillery due to the shipping priorities of the

spring and early summer. The French willingly provided the

support. In addition, French aircraft, ta'k.;, and even an

entire army corps fought along side the Americans and ;ndoer

American command. French crops and army troops were used

throughout American operations and no doubt added consi-

derable expertise in battlefield distribution of ammunition

and other supplies in the difficult terrain of the Argonne

Forest.19

Some American units never fought as a distinct

national army. The 27th and 30th Divisions under 11 Cnrp,

fought under British command on the Somme. Six American
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Iisiofs I . .. i n I t) 1 rericn in '.(i . V . T., ,

36tn Divisions Lo. :;iht und- Fr.ach co-r ancl Lr, ,h 7", iTn,

while the 37th an 9 1st st,,€ported the fren.-h and 2&qi~ans

Flanders. The 332d Infantry Regiinent of tile 83d Division

was even sent to Italy in July 1918, ard the 339th Infantr/

Regiment of the 85th Division was part of the Murmansk

Expedition. 20

So, Pershing's fight for ind, penLdence was wor but

never completed. What he had achieved was nonetheless

remarkable, given America's state of readiness on 6 April

1917. He had certainly averted amalgamation as envisioned

by the Allies and the situation described best by Tasker

Bliss which was the spirit behind his original taskin7:

"When the war is over it may be a literal fact that the

American flag may not have appeared anywhere on the line

. . .We might have a million men there and vet no Amnerican

army and no Americ-rn commander." 2 1  Armeri:a, with

considerabla Allied aid, hcd fielded an im-)ressivc arm,

which helped end the war. The 52,000 Americans who died

under theiL flag had won for their country a considerable

influence in the peace process.
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AFTEI>ATH

Beyond the obvious strain between z. erica anci it."

coalition partners during the war, did the aialgamation

controversy have an impact on post-war national security

policy? A researcher's dream would be to tind that, becaus,

of the bitterness of the struggle for inde;endence, Pe'r

and his successors were determined and too! action neavtr

again to Le in the positirn where amalgamati on woul- :n

employment option. However, there is no evidence to surport

such a thesis. Instead, the anti-war, and especiall -

anti-alliance, spirit of the 1920s and 1930s relegated the

amalgamation controversy largely to the warriors' memoirs.

America and the Peace Process

American retrenchment to an isolationist posture

beaan almost immediately after the Armistice. America's

position in the peace process had clearly 1been bought by

Pershing's successful fight for independence. But Presuden

Wilson's idealism was out of place with the other victors'

aims. As one historian wrote, "The peoples of Europe seemed

in any case more grateful for American help in achieving

victory than they were eager for American meddling in the

peace." I Nevertheless, Wilson was successful in

te.tpering some of his associates' more extreme demands and
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in incoro.rat _o t ViUt (,t n Jonant 2

peace treat','.

But, the American Sonate onj:-ected tr t e (]ovnat ol

the League as a comrpromise of Pm_rican sovreignty.

Amendments to the Covenant more in line with Americzin

interests led to other nations pressing for their own

interests which resulted in a harsher treaty to the Germans

than oiriginally drafted. This final version continued to

fuel American internal political battles and the Senate

finally rejected the Versailles Treaty incuding membership

in the League of Nations. It was not until 1921 that

President Harding proclaimed the war over for America. 2

Military demobilization paralleled the political

withdrawal and the Army drew down from a peak of over

4,000,000 men on 11 November 1918 to 200,000 by 1920 and

132,000 by 1923.

Anti-alliance Sentiment

The American retrencment. was driven by two

complein-ntary public moods. The first was a decidedly

anti-war sentiment. After all, hadn't America just fought

the war to end all wars? This anti-war sentiment was

strengthened by the revelations of the ext..nt of the

slaughter on the Western Front. The 1920,s and 1930s

intellectual community was dominated by the writings of

anti-war popularists such as Fitzgerald and He.-ingway in the

US and Sassoon, Graves, and Blumden in Britain.
4
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on this study--nat Zs, tvm anti-.ilI ic no:. r

British Prime Minister Ramser MacDonald ex. ressed, "Thcr.

must be no sectional alliances, no guarantees of a speci.al

kind. "5 Alliances were seen to be a primary cause of

the war. A more realistic assessment is expressed by Pval

Kennedy.

The deeper cause of the war lay in the strongly
competitive and nationalistic atmosphere of European
politics. What the alliances did was to give militatry
structure to thlose rivalries; and what they also did was
to hasten the process toward war during the July 1914
crisis: firs'-, because their existence gave a legal
justification for z.ction; and second, because the joint
staff planning, especially over timetables and .
deployments, incre zed the pressure to agt quickly
regardless of diplomatic considerations.

Nevertheless, in the public mind, peacetime alliances led

ultimately and uncontrollably to war and were to be avoided.

The war planners carried this anti-alliance spirit to

extreme with strategic planning that reflected an

anti-coalition bias. The 'S color plans as late as 19:5

postulated a war between the US and Britain (Red) over

commercial rivalry or a Britain-Japan coalition

(Red-Orange). Admittedly, the scenarios were assessed to be

"highly improbable.7 However, the color plans do

emphasize the lack of thinking about coalition warfare and

its potential problems during the inter-war period.
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I nce)eivin1:] e, Wv ii r i . Wor1i I .r .. . ... -

But, by th- time ANmErica (jot to in..ttlf I

World War II the Allied Conbined Chiefs of 2-all ',-r,

working toward a relationship which General GeorQe Mar.i,aiJ

described as "the most complete unificaticr of Tilitar;

effort ever achieved by two allied nations." Indeed,

the degree of integration between the kmer:can and thu,

British war efforts was remarkable. This 'as achiev-c

largely by organizing joint staffs in intelligence and

operations-and assuring subordinate comrmand and staffs iad

other nations' officers in either the commander or deputy

positions.9 But, there were important areas where

national independence was necessary which bhear on this

study.

The first was in logistics. As General Omar Bradle.,

writes on the integration of combined staffs, "But in the 1

supply and administration organizations it became nr~cessary

to establish parallel British and American staffs becaise cf

the disparities that existed in equipment and procedures of

both armies."1 0  One must keep in mind that it was the

high degree of interoperability among the nations in the

World War I coalition due to the materiel support provided

America by its partners that made amalgamation even a

consideration. While gross tonnages and distribution

systems could be planned and coordinated among the World
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medicine, uniforms--drov, co.Tbat lolisticsi an, t _ C ,

combat employment into national sectors.

The other area was in adherence to the nrinci::le of

maintaining the division as the smallest tactical unit wn!:2:

could be shifted among national command structures.

Pershing had insisted on this principle in World war I to

provide training challenges to his senior commanders and

staffs. But, there was also the logistics aspect. It was

only at the division level where the combat support and

combat service support train was organized to provide for

the combat arms. The same was true in World War II. An

early example was Bradley's argument to keep Manton Edd,'s

9th Division as part of the American II Corps for er-ploy-ent

in the final victory in Tunisia in 1943.11 From then

throughout the Mediterranean and European r-anpaigns

divisions, corps, and even armies were shifted to anothr

nation's command in response to the operational

requirement. But because of logistics, units were

deliberately not amalgamated below the division level.
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SUr'ttMi.fY ANUD cf7 C' rI U ID"

The purpose of this, paper wa. to examine i:

amalgamation controversy between America and its associ .:

France and Britain in World War I as a case study in

alliance relationships. Since alliances are formed by

sovereign nations primarily concerned with their indivilui"

national interests, it is natural that there will be

conflict. Differences over war aims, strategy, tactics,

command relationships, and even personality, present

challenges which must be understood and overcome to r ean trw

considerable benefits a coalition offers.

Summary

The amalgamation controversy highlijhts the rang, ot

potential differences among coalition partners. America's

idealistic belief in a possible new international order witi,

no more wars was in sharp contrast to vengeance of

reparations and boundary adjustments sought by its coalit,-.,

partners. President Wilson thus chose to fight the war as

an associate in cooperation with those partners instead of

an ally, which implies a greater degree of political

integration beyond the military coalition ties. The

tenacity with which Pershing adhered to his tasking to

remain independent requires little elaboration. Certainly

the stubbornness of his stand is an illustratLon of the
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L~nUorta:.c,_ o" r .,.-: I .-/ i dlli.nce r.lri . :

later ?enerat4,1-, rf m ! r 1- !o dr. was ' (-'' , It

importance of Pershin:'; m,_ rsonalit, in act ng

independence. George -atton remarke:!d on tr. nreKoiinat,

British senior command assignments in 1943 in North Africa,

"Shades of J.J. Pershing. We have sold our birth-

right. "1

But Pershing's iTotivation went well beyond a Jes-r_;

to secure his personal command. With clear initial tas ---,

Pershing developed a training plan based o: divisions a,

building blocks, with an open wartare doctrine, all aimed at

concentrating an independent army for a decisive offensive.

America's coalition partners attempted to alter this

employment concept because of the threat of a great German

offensive. Their bargaining chips were vast amounts of

security assistance--shipping, war materiel, and training--

which were vital to Ar:iLrican participation, but did not

alter America's elnploynmsprt concept.

Amalgamation as an Employment Concept

What may be said of amalgamation as an employment

concept? While there are abstract potential benefits to the

concept, such as flexible use of forces to a coalition

commander, there are overriding practical cifferences.

First, soldiers fight for their country and the often

repeated -".rld Wdr I phrase "national sentiment and
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la-)orat ion.

Second, the citizens of a cou ntry h1c v'r thc r

hold political and military leaders accountable.

Accountability extends to the use of force throujn acni2vrn

national security objectives without unnecessary

casualties. This accountability cannot be shared across a

coalition.

Finally, there are practical difficulties larqel'

driven by logistics which preclude amalgarriation of

multi-national forces. On- need only look at the array of

forces in NATO's Cent-ral Ppgion to vividly see this point

(Figure 7). Logistics within the coalition is an individual

-nation's responsibility. Despite rhetoric about

standardization and interoperability, diff rences remain in

major weapo. , systems and support systems which dictate

separate iectors for .cgistics and, therefore, conibat.

.,sights

Beyond this summary and brief assessment of

amalgamation as an employment concept, what possible

insights may today's coalition warrior glean from the World

War I amalgamation controversy? The clearest insights

involve the relationship between the dominant alliance

partner and the other coalition members.

One major difference in today's international

environment compared to 1917-1918 is America's role reversal
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"Worlt! War . er!;nl. r' i riv- ng th 6wcnrfi' r -

the strongest Earcpcan Dowe2rs compared to Pn*,irica.

But, this referTnc is to America's potential, , ) -

actual contribution. A major revelation ol thiis study vacs

America's almost total reliance on its coalition partners

for materiel support. Clearly, France and Britain held the

dominant position in the World War I coalition, with Pumvri'mi

as the junior partner. In this context, the amalgamation

controversy may be-viewed as an attempt by senior 2artnors

to coerce a junior partner to do something against the

latter's national interest. America's war aims dictated

that it was in its national interest to employ its forces as

an independent army and America did not alter Its employiTen-.

concept despite the coercion of its coalition partners. NQ.

that America is the senior partner in its worldwide

coalitions, what lessons may be drawn from its World War I

experience?

First, junior partners make vital contributions to an

alliance. All the belligerents on the Western Front,
including the Americans and the Germans, saw American

manpower as potentially decisive in the war despite the fact

that America's army was smaller in absolute terms than that

of France or Britain. One concern prevalent in today's NATO

coalition is over the sh're of the defense burden borne by

America's junior partners. Critics point out that "a Eirope
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greater share ot the responsibility and cost of is own

defense." 3 While it is true that since 1975 the 's ha:;

accounted for approximately 60% of all'alliance defense

spending and spend nearly double the percentage of its Gross

National Product on defense as its allies, 4 such

accounting disregards both US global commitments and the

true contribution of the junior partners. In a war the

other allies would collectively provide 60. of NATO's ground

forces and over 50% of its tactical airpower. 5 In

addition, there are hidden costs borne by the allies in

virtually free base and host nation support. In view of

this vital support, it seems more conducive to alliance

health to emphasize thcse contributions rather than to b1as*

each other in an impossible search for spending parity.

Second, the senior partner must be alert to treadin.i

on sensitive, often non-negotiable national interests o- a

junior partner. In World War I, Marshal Joffre among the

senior military and civilian leaders of the coalition first

recognized that America's independent army was such an

issue. He thus reversed his government's initial

amalgamation proposal based on the importance of "gratifying

and safeguarding American self-respect" and his sensinq that

independence was the only acceptable solution to the

American General Staff (see pages 10-11 above). A possible

parallel today is Norway's non-nuclear policy, which serves
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involves basing .-sue. fPcth Grecce ntnd Si.air c'.rrentl..,

US presence ir *:r.,!ir counrries as counter -o their nztie: ,

interests. One should notte that these'are the only natiln:-

with major TJS forces stationed in allied nations' canitols.

In deference to the junior partner, the US shouli perhai)s

merely become less visible as in every oth ,r ,illi'ance

country.

Third, and perhaps most important, There is an

attitude of respect that is effective in dealing with junior

partners. To illustrate, one need only contrast the British

and French approache. to America during World War I. The

British approach was insensitive, and even condescending.

Specific instances discuss-ed in this paper are Lloyd

George's belief that-Pershing was driven by personal pride

(pages 29-30), and insensitivity to national sentiment fcr

independence (page 38), Irish-American sentiment (page 41),

and the problem of amalgamating draftees (page 42).

This approach stands in snarp contrast to ciat of the

French. In addition to Joffre's strong support fcr American

independence, Pecain's guidance to his trainers serves as a

model in alliance sensitivity:

The Americans fully recognize the value of our militarv
experience; for our part, we must not horget that
America is a great nation, that Americans have a
national self respect developed and justified by the
breadth of vision which they bring to bear on all
questions which they consider (page 54 above)."
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ot com,romi : .  . L in surnumrv, support, resm t, an.( C- .>.' " -

was the French approach. That remains a v'lid fcrmul - for

coalition success.

The ascension of America to the senior partner role

in its coalition is an obvious difference between 1917-1916

and today's environment. A final difference is the

fundamental one between war and peace. The amalgamation

controversy was fueled by the Allies' need for mannower to

meet an imminent offensive during a "hot war." Today's

peacetime coalitions aimed at deterring war allow the luxury

of theorizing about allied solidarity and arguing about

differences. Many of these differencen wou:ld undoubtedly

fade if an alliance were faced with a clear enemy threat.

The challenge is to keep the coalition strong to deter or

defeat that threat. Hopefully, this case study of a

successful coalition and the insights provided may

contribute to meeting that challenge.
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